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Let G be a compact abelian group whose dual group r has a finite torsion 
subgroup. Let p E M(G) such that 1 /.J / assigns no mass to any coset of any closed 
subgroup of G whose index is infinite. Then there is d > 0, dependent only 
on I] ~11, such that if for each y E F, ) p(r)\ > 1 or 1 p(y)1 < d, then the set 
{r: 1 p(r)] > l} is finite. An upper bound on the cardinality of this set is obtained 
in terms of I/ p jj and the cardinality of the torsion subgroup of r. 
1 
G denotes a compact abelian group, r its dual group, and M(G) the measure 
algebra of finite Bore1 measures on G. We assume that I’ has a finite torsion 
subgroup. Let p E M(G) such that j p j assigns no mass to any coset of any 
closed subgroup of G whose index is infinite. We prove that there is a number 
d > 0, dependent only on (1 p 11, such that if for each y E I’, j g(y)/ > 1 or 
j p(y)\ < d, then the set of y such that ] F(y)/ > 1 is finite. We obtain an upper 
bound on the cardinality of this set in terms of (J p /j and the cardinality of the 
torsion subgroup of r. 
De Leeuw and Katznelson first proved this theorem for the circle group T 
[l, Lemma 21. They proved that, for any C > 0, there is d = d(C) < 10m2 
satisfying the following: Suppose that TV E M(T) is a continuous measure with 
11 p I/ < C and, for 1 a j sufficiently large, 1 P(n)/ < d or Re@(n)) > 1 - d; then 
(n: J p(n)/ 3 d) is finite. Without a numerical bound on the cardinality of 
{n: [ P(n)] > d) their method does not seem to generalize. Such a bound can be 
obtained by imitating Davenport’s procedure in [2], if d is small enough and 
I &n)l < d or I &)I > 1 - d f or all integers n. In [Z] Davenport proves that 
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if a trigonometric polynomial p(x) = C a(n) exp(2&x) has N coefficients of 
modulus at least one and all other coefficients equal to zero, then the Li-norm 
of p is at least P(log N)li4(log log N)-li4. 
For an arbitrary locally compact abelian group G, Glicksberg proved in [3] 
that if p E M(G) and 0 is isolated in (0) u c(G) then there is a compact subgroup 
H of G for which pH , the part of p carried by the cosets of H, is the convolution 
of a nonzero idempotent and an invertible. He proved that pH = [(z,EA r)+,] * h 
where A is a finite subset of G, m, is the Haar measure on H, and h E M(G)-‘. 
For measures p such that p H = 0 when H is a closed subgroup of G of infinite 
index, the hypothesis that 0 is isolated in (0) U a(G) yields the conclusion that TV 
is a trigonometric polynomial. When G is compact and G has a finite torsion 
subgroup, one can then use Hewitt and ‘Zuckerman’s generalization [4] of 
Davenport’s result [2] to estimate the cardinality of the set of y E I’ such that 
’ fi(y)i J2 0. 
2 
In this section we state our theorems precisely and prove Theorem 2 assuming 
Theorem I. In what follows B = B(p) = {y E l? 1 F(y) 1 >, l}. 
THEOREM I. Let G be a compact abelian group whose dual group r has at most 
K torsion elements. Let TV E M(G) such that / TV / assigns no mass to any coset of any 
closed subgroup of G whose index is infinite. If card(B(p)) > K(r -c- 1)3r2, then 
there exist yO and yk,i , 1 < k < r2, 1 < j < Y, in B(p) such that if PO =z [y,J and 
then for y E P,-, and i < j, we have 
Y  + Yk,i - Yk,j $ B. (1) 
The proof of Theorem 1 requires several reductions which will be postponed 
to later sections. Theorem 1 was suggested by Theorem 1’ which, for the case 
of G = T, can be found in Davenport’s paper [2]. 
THEOREM 1'. Let G be a compact abelian group whose dual group r is an 
ordered group. Suppose that p E M(G) such that (Y + l)3rZ < card(B(p)) < co. 
Then there exist yO and yk,j , 1 < k < 9, 1 < j < Y, in B(p) such that if P,, = 
(~~'0) and 
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Since the proof of Theorem 1’ found in [2] for G = T works without change 
for the general case, we omit the proof of Theorem 1’. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a compact abelian group whose dual group r has at 
most K torsion elements. Let p E M(G) such that 1 p 1 ass&zs no mass to any coset 
of any closed subgroup of G whose index is injinite. Let r be a positive integer greater 
than 2 such that 4-l(1 - e-“) r112 > 1) p /I. If 
1 I;(y)1 > 1 or J j?(y)/ < 2-1r3/+--2r2 (2) 
for all y G P, then the cardinality of B(p) is at most K(r + 1)3rz. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is adapted from [2]. Originally condition (2) read 
/ p(y)/ > 1 or ) /I(y)/ < 2-1r3/2(r + 1)-3r2. 
Gordon Woodward suggested the improvement. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose card(Q)) > K(r + 1)3re. Using ya and 
yk,i , 1 < k < rs, 1 < j < r, as given by Theorem 1, we define trigonometric 
polynomials ~a , . . . , q~+ inductively as follows: 
vo = W(YoMY0 9 -17 
where u(z) = x ] x 1-l for x # 0 and Z(x) = J / x j-l. 
‘?k = P)k-1 1 - 2r-2 - r-3 ~j5(i%%,i)) u($(~k,j))bk,i - Yk.j, ‘) 
I , 
+ r-5’2 c 6@bk.d)bk,i > .I* 
Note that if PO ,..., P,z are defined as in the statement of Theorem 1, each p)k 
is a P,-polynomial. By [2, Lemmas 1 and 21, / qk(g)/ ,< 1 for all g E G. Let 
Ik = Jo q+(g) dp(-g). Then I, = ( ri;(yo)/ 3 1. Moreover, 
Re(l,) > (1 - 2+) Re(l& + $r--3/2. 
To compute (3) we write 
(3) 
Ik = (1 - 2r-2) Ik-1 + r-5’2 c 1 i%k.d 
- r-3 yf, sj &-l(Y) a(@‘(yk,i)) @‘bk.j)) fib + Yk,i - Yk.j) 
= (1 - 2r-‘) Ikpl + r-” 1 / &+$)I - rm3A. 
Thus, Re(l,) 3 (1 - 2r-a) Re(l,-,) + r-3/2 - r-3 j A I. 
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We observe that each term of A is bounded in modulus by 2-1r3/2r-2r2 by 
Eqs. (1) and (2) and that the number of terms in A is at most 
++(r - 1) * card(P,-,) < r2 card P,-, < r2jc. 
Note that card(P,) = 1 < r2’0 and that 
card(P,+,) = card 
t 
Pk u (Y~+~,~: 1 < j < r> U 
I 
u Pk + yk+].i - ncfl,j 
i<j Ii 
< card P, + Y + &(r - 1) card P, 
-< (1 + r + $(r)(r - 1)) card(P,) 
<. r2 card(P,); 
hence card(P,) < r2k. It follows from (3) using induction that 
Re(1,) >, ir1i2 - (1 - 2~-~)~($rll~ - 1). 
For k = t2 we conclude that 
1 Ik / 2 Re(l,) > &y1i2 - (1 - 2~-~)r~(jr~/~ - 1) 
>, p/2 - e-y&J/2 - 1) > iY1/2(1 - e-2) > 11 p 11, 
although j vJg)l < 1 for all g c G. This contradiction establishes Theorem 1. 
3 
In this section we prove Theorem 1 for G = T. 
Proof. Let p E M(T) and card(B(p)) > (r + l)sre. We must exhibit y. and 
yk,j , I < k < r2, 1 f j < T, in B(p) such that if PO = {yo} and 
P k+l = pk u bk+l./ 1 <.i d r> u u pk + Yk+l.i - Yk+l.? ) 
i<j 1 
then for y E Pkwl and i < j we have y + yk8i - yk,j 4 B. By Theorem 1’ we may 
assume card(B(p)) = 00. We suppose that B(p) n Z+ is infinite. 
Let yO be any member of B(p). Suppose that yk,3 in B(p) have been chosen 
for 1 < j < r, 1 < k < m - 1 (m 3 1) consistent with Eq. (1). Let ym,T be any 
element of B such that 
Ym.r > I Y I for y E Pr,l--l . (4) 
We suppose that ymBj have been chosen in B(p) for i + 1 < j < r consistent 
with (1) and satisfying (4) in the place of ynl,r . Suppose that no p E B can be 
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chosen as ym,i to satisfy (4) in the role of ymsr . Then for large p E B there are 
y E Pm-, and i + 1 \( j G r such that p + y - ‘ym,$ E B. If p is large enough 
P + Y - Ym,j will satisfy (4) in the place of ym,r . There exist y’ E Pmwl and 
i + 1 ~j d r so that (p + y - y,,J + y’ - ym,j’ E B. Let M be 2 max(y,,i: 
i+l ~j~r}.TfLM,(p<(L+l)M,then(l-l)M<p+y-yy,,j<p; 
thus there are at least L points in B n [M, (L + 1)M). We conclude that 
liF+$f(2R + 1)-i C ! $(n)l” > (2&7-l > 0, 
InI@ 
which implies that p is not continuous, a contradiction. Thus some p E B 
satisfying (4) in the place of ym.r can be chosen as ym,i . Inductively we obtain 
ys and yK,i , 1 G k d r2, 1 d j G Y, as required. 
4 
We prove Theorem 1 for groups G = Tn, n > 1, by induction on M. We 
require some geometrical lemmas concerning random walks in Zn. In what 
follows, a hyperplane H in Rn will be called rational if for some z E Zn, z + H is 
a subspace of Rn containing n - 1 linearly independent vectors from Zn. This 
is equivalent to saying that for some z in Zn, (a + H) A Z* is isomorphic 
to z-1. 
LEMMA 1. Let n > 1, {pi} be a sequence in Z” and S be a finite subset of 2” 
such that &I - pi E S for all i. Then for each positive integer N there are N 
integers j and a rational hyperplane H such that p, E H. 
Before we prove Lemma 1, consider an example in Zs. We assume that 
pi # 0 for all i and that 8 = (0, , 0,) is a cluster point of (11~~ I&} such that 0, 
and f?s are rational. Let H be the line through 0 and 8. Since 0, and 8, are rational 
there is a minimum distance d > 0 between translates of H by elements of Z2. 
We can enumerate such translates of H as Hi so that Hi is a distance d 1 i j from 
H. Suppose the lemma is false for some N. Fix a point p, . Among the first 
(2k + l)(N - 1) + 1 successors of p, at least one, say pi , occurs on an Hi with 
1 i ) > k. Let M be the maximum of /(s, 0)j for s E S, where <., a> denotes the 
usual inner product in R2. Consider the angle A formed between two lines, H, 
and the line through 0 and pj . We have 
I tan(A)I 2 (kd)(l(p, , @>I + (2k + l)(N - l)M)-l. 
If k is large enough, 
[ tan(A)/ 2 &d(2MN)-l = d(4MN)-I. 
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Let H’ and H” be lines through 0 with rational slopes forming angles with H 
that are less than arctan d(4MA9-‘, but on opposite sides of H. Since a sub- 
sequence of (11 pi ll-‘p3 converges to 8, we have infinitely many choices for p, 
in the same region as H is between H’ and H”. For each such p, there is a suc- 
cessor pj on the opposite side of H’ or H”. We conclude that the broken-line 
path traced by the sequence {pi} crosses H’ and H” infinitely often. Since H’ and 
H” have rational slopes, a finite number of translates of them cover all the points 
in 2” within a certain fixed distance. If we choose that distance to be the maxi- 
mum of I/ s 11 for s E S, one of the translates contains pi for infinitely many i. 
This example suggested how to handle the general case. When f+ and 0a could 
not both be rational, we chose 19,’ and f&’ close to 8, and B, and attempted a 
similar argument. It became important to control the least common denominator 
Q’ of 0’ and 6,’ because our lower estimate for d was (IQ’)-l. We were lead to 
invoke the diophantine approximations given in [5, Theorem VII, p. 141: If 
e 1 ,*.., en are real numbers, then there are integers Q, q1 ,..+, qn with Q arbitrarily 
large such that 
Q1jn max(l Q0, - qi I: 1 < i G n} < n/(n + 1). 
Proof of Lemma 1. We argue by contradiction to obtain a rational hyperplane 
H which the broken-line path traced by the sequence (pi} crosses infinitely often. 
A finite number of translates of any rational hyperplane H covers all the points 
in 2” whose distance from His bounded by a certain number. In our case, if we 
choose that number to be the maximum of II s II for s E S, some translate of H 
will contain p, for infinitely many integers i, because there will be that many 
points pi for which pi and pi+l are on opposites sides of H. 
Let e = (el ,..., 0,) be a cluster point of ([lpi [I-p,>. Note that if pi = 0 
infinitely often, the lemma follows. We may therefore assume that pi # 0 
for all i. Since 0 # 0, we may assume 0, # 0. By [5, Theorem VII, p. 141 there 
are integers Q > 0 and or ,..., qn such that 
(a) Q1jn j Q)Bi - pi / < 1 for 1 < i < n; 
(b) Q1jn > ~~MMz~/~, where M > 1 + /I s 11 for all s E S; 
(c) I qi I > (4) I 4Q I for 1 < i < n; 
(4 Q-l(q12 + qz2)1’2 d 2 II 0 II = 2. 
Let q be the vector (ql ,..., qn) and w the vector (-q2 , q1 , 0 ,..., 0). Choose a 
rational number Y so that 16n1j2Q- tnfl)jn < r < (4MNQ)-‘, by (b). Let H’ and 
H” be the subspaces of R” orthogonal to rq - w and rq + w, respectively. 
Assuming the lemma to be false, we show that the path traced by the sequence 
{pi) crosses either H’ or H” infinitely often. We estimate the ratio I( p, w)( p, q)-lI 
for some points p from the sequence. We show that the inequalities 
KPi 7 W><P, 9 9)-l I < r and I(P~ 2 w><P, 9 qY1 I > (4MNQ)-’ 
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each have infinitely many solutions for the index. It then suffices to show that 
points satisfying the first inequality are separated from points satisfying the 
second by H’ or H”. Note that H’ and H” are the points where that ratio is r. 
For example, suppose that /(pi, w>(p$ , p}-1 ) < r and that ((pi, 4)) > 0, 
but that (p, , w)(pj , q)-l > (4&UVQ)-1 and ((pi , q)) > 0. Then 
‘CPti f y4 - w> = r<Pi, Q) - (Pi v w> = <Pb 3 qXr - <Pi 9 w>(Pi, 9)-l) > O, 
but 
(Pj,YP -w> = (Pj 9 9Xy - (Pj ) w><p* 9 q>-‘) < 0. 
Thus p, and p5 are on opposite sides of H’. The other cases are handled similarly. 
To see that /<pi, w)(pi , q>-l I < T infinitely often, we need only show that 
I@, w>@, q>-l I G 16@Q- (*fl)ln, since a subsequence of (11 p, II-lpi} converges 
to 8 and 16t~l/~Q- (*+I)/* < Y. Since q is orthogonal to w, 
10% wo>l = I+’ - Q-k w>l d II 0 - Q-% II 11 w It 
< n1/2Q-(n+lJln(qi2 + qz31P < 2nllaQ-ll~. 
On the other hand, 
K’A @I = Q-' KQ4 &I = Q-‘ I<Qe - q, q> + <q, &>I 
Z Q-V q I? - II Qe - q II II q II) > Q-l II q II (II q II - n1'2Q-1'"). 
Since ) qi 1 k ) j &Q J for all i, II Q II > &Q. Moreover, by (b), 2Q > &aQ-rlfi, 
Thus 
Q-l II q II (II q II - nl/aQ-l/n) 2 i(iiQ - n1/2Q-19 > W>Q. 
Thus 
To argue that /(pi , w)<pi , q)-l ] > (4iWVQ)-1 infinitely often we need 
to assume that the lemma is false. Let F be the subspace of Rn generated by 
the vector q and the vectors ei = (6,,), for 3 < i < n. Note that F is a rational 
hyperpIane and that there is a minimum distance d between translates of F by 
elements of Z”. Enumerate these translates as Fi for i E Z in such a manner that 
E’i is in distance ( i ( d from F. Fix some integer J. If the lemma is false, among 
the points P,,~ , 1 Q i < (2K + l)(N - 1) + 1, at least one, say p,,, , occurs 
on ‘an Pi with 1 i 1 > k. Since w is orthogonal to F and F is n - I-dimensiona1, 
the distance fromp,,, to F is equal to j(pJ+j ,/I w I]-lw>j. Thus 
I<PJ,j 9 w>l > kd II w II. 
Estimating J(p,+, , q)j, we obtain 
I<P.J+~, &I < /(PJ, q)l -I- K2k + 1)(N - 1) + I] max{l(s, q>/ : s E S). 
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KS> 4)l < KS> P - Qe>l + KS, QQI 
< II s II II 4 - Qe II + Q II s II B II s II n1’2Q-c1’n) + Q II s II 
G II s II + Q II s II -=c QM, by (bh 
we have 
Thus 
KP,, 1 wM.,+j > ~>-l I 3 M II w II (IO., 3 ~01 + (2k + 1) NQM)-l. 
If k is large enough 
lK~.r+i 9 WP.I+J ,4)-l I 2 d II w II WQMY. 
All we have left to show is that d 11 w // 3 1. 
Let u = (ql , q2 , 0 ,..., 0). For z = (zr , z2 ,..., .zJ E Zn let Q(z) be the set of 
vectors w in R” such that 
(i) x6 < ((24 e,)) < zi + 1 for 3 d i 9 n; 
(ii) z2 II 24 It2 < (<v, 4) < (z2 + 1) II 2~ l12; 
(iii) x1 II w II2 < ((f4 w>) G (3 + 1) II w l12. 
The sets&(x) partition R” and each has Lebesgue measure jl w I/ // u 11 = qls + 42. 
Since the cardinality of Q(z) n 2% is independent of z, each Q(z) has qls + q2s 
points of 2”. For every hyperplane z + F with 2 E .P and 0 < (<z, w}) < jl w /[s 
there is a point z’ in 2” n Q(O,O, O,..., 0) such that z’ + F = x + F. For 
example, if z is in Q(0, w2 ,..., v,), then z’ = z - (v2u + ‘uses + *** + o,e,) is 
in Q(O,..., 0). Since x’ - z EF, z’ + F = z + F. Thus the cardinality of 
2% n Q(O,..., 0) is an upper bound on the number of hyperplanes z + F such 
that 0 < (<x9 w>) < II w II2 and z E Zn. The distance of a point 21 in Q(O,..., 0) 
from F is given by I(o, II w lj-lw)j. S ince j(v, w)l f /I w l/s, that distance is 
bounded by jj w 11. Since the distance between two translates of F by elements 
of 2” is aIways an integer multipIe of the minimum distance d, we have 
but since Ij w /I2 = qr2 + q22, we have d I/ w 11 > 1, and we are done. 
Lemma 2 is a restatement of Lemma 1 in the form that will be used in the 
next section. 
LEMMA 2. Let n > 1 and S a $nite subset of P. Let NE Z+ be given. Then 
there is an N’ E Z+ such that if (p,} is a Jinite sequence in Z* of length N’ and 
P,+~ - pi E S for all i < N’, then there are N distinct integers j and a hyperpkme H 
such that p, E H. 
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Proof. Suppose Lemma 2 is false for some N; then choose for each N’ E Zf 
a sequence {$+I,~) of length N’ which meets no rational hyperplane more than 
N - 1 times. We inductively define an infinite sequence {pi> such that p,+i - 
pi E S for all i and such that {p,} meets no hyperplane more than N - 1 times, 
a contradiction of Lemma 1. We may assume thatp,,,, = 0 for all N’; letp, = 0. 
Then p,~,, E S for all N’. Since S is finite, there is a p, E S such that for in- 
finitely many N’, p,,,, = p, and p,,,, = p, . Suppose p, ,..., p, have been 
chosen so that for arbitrarily large choices of N’ we have p,,,i = pi for 1 < 
i < k. Then among those sequences we have p,,,,,, E p, + S. Since p, + S is 
finite, there is a p,,, EP, + S such that for infinitely many N’, pNj,i = pi for 
1 < i < k + 1. The infinite sequence {pi} meets no rational hyperplane more 
than N - 1 times because no initial segment of it can. 
5 
In this section we prove Theorem 1 for G = Tn by induction on n. 
Proof. We may assume that n > 1 and that the theorem is true for G = T”-I. 
If card(&)) < cc we are done by Theorem l’, since Z*, the dual group of T*, 
is an ordered group under the lexicographic ordering. We therefore suppose that 
card(&)) = 03. Let r be the projection onto a coordinate such that +3(p)) 
is unbounded. We may suppose that there exists (yi} C B(p) such that 
lim r(yi) = +co. Let y0 E B(y) be arbitrary and suppose that yk,j , 1 < j < Y, 
l<k<m-l(m>l),h ave been found in B(p). It is consistent with Eq. (1) 
to let ym,, be any member of B(p) such that 
for all y E Pmml . (5) 
We may suppose that ymsj for i + 1 < j < r have been found to satisfy (5) in 
the role of y,,,r and (l), but that no Ym,i can be found to satisfy (5) in the role 
of Ym,r . Let M be 2 max{rr(y,,): i + 1 < j < r). Let N’ be the integer given 
by Lemma 2 for S={y-yy,,j:y~P,-l and i+l <j<r} and N= 
(Y + 1)3T2 + 1. Consider any p E B such that m(p) > N’M. Since p satisfies (5) 
in the place ynz,r , the reason p cannot serve as a ym,i satisfying (5) is that for 
some ~EP+~ and i+l <j<r we have p+y-ymsi~B. Note that 
(N’ - 1)M < r(p + y - y& < n(p). Since p’ = p + y - 3/m,j satisfies (5) 
also, there must be y’ E Pmel and i + 1 \cj < Y  such that p’ + y’ - ym,,’ E B. 
Also (N’ - 2)M < Q+’ + y’ - ym,j,) < I. If we let p = pi , and p’ = pz , 
we can continue in this way to obtain a sequence {pi) of length N’ such that 
pi+i - pi E S for i < N’. Note that the sequence is composed of distinct points. 
By Lemma 2 there are a rational hyperplane Hand N = (Y + 1)3r” + 1 integers 
j such that pi E H. Thus, since the pi’s are distinct, card(H n B(p)) > (Y + 1)378. 
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Let z E 2~ such that (x + H) n 2” is isomorphic to Z-l. Let $J be the 
quotient map from Tn to T”/[(r + H) n Z”]‘. Let v = #(z * p) be the measure 
on +!I( T”) such that v(E) = (z * p)(#-l(E)) f or all Bore1 sets E C #(Tn). Equiv- 
alently, v is that measure in M(#( Tn)) such that for y E (z + H) n 2% 
Then Y satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1 for $(Tn) isomorphic to T+l. 
Let ys’, ~k,~ , 1 < k < ra, 1 < j < r, be given in B(v) = z + (B(p) n H) 
satisfying condition (1) of Theorem 1. Then redefine ye to be y,,’ - z, yk,j to be 
y;,j-zzforl <k<m-1, 1 <j<r,andy,,itobeyk,j-zfori+l < 
j < Y. If we let yk,j = & - x for the remaining indices, we are done. 
6 
In this section we finish the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof. Let us assume that I’ is finitely generated. By [6, p. 491, r = fl @ 2’~ 
for some nonnegative integer n, where n is the torsion subgroup of r and hence 
by assumption card(A) < K. Since card@(p)) > K(Y + l)sl* there is a X E n 
such that card(()l + 2%) r\ B(p)) > (r + l)srB. Let 4 be the quotient map G to 
G/(Zfl)i. Then v = (A . p) is the measure on #(G) satisfying 
qg = &>-(z> = @(A + 4, for z E Z”. 
Since #(G) is isomorphic to Tn and since v satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, 
there exist yi and &, 1 < K < r2, 1 <j < r, in B(v) = --h + [B(p) n (A + Zn)] 
satisfying Eq. (1) with y,,‘, & replacing yO and ykej , respectively. Then 
YO = h + YO', Yk.j = h + Y;,~, 1 < K < r2, 1 <j < Y, satisfy Eq. (1) for p. 
In the fully general case, let S be a subset of B(p) of cardinality K(r + 1)3s2 + 1. 
Let (1 be the subgroup of I’generated by S. Let # be the quotient map from G to 
G/Al. Let v = I,+) be the measure on G/P such that D(X) = /2(A) for all A E (1; 
v satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and [$(G)]^ = (1 which is finitely 
generated. As we have already proven, for v there are yO , Y~,~, I < K < y2, 
1 < j f r, satisfying Eq. (1). Since B(p) n /l = B(v) and (1 is a subgroup, 
the same y. and ylC,$‘s will work for CL. 
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